
PLANO, TEXAS (The Blunt Ogre) — In pursuit of a permanent vacation, executives at the iconic

retailer, JCPenny, are following the Circuit City playbook of focusing exclusively on short term

gains. “We are certain this will get us where we need be; retired with a golden-parachute,” said

one executive. While some at JCPenney are worried that the firm may offset their losses by

selling assets, management has committed to following the same mistaken approach that

doomed the major tech retailer Circuit City, when it invested heavily in redesigning it’s

remaining stores. The JCPenny CEO calmed his colleagues by stating, “the result of that play

was that Circuit City squandered whatever money it had on merchandising for stores with no

customers, and we intend to do the same.” Afterward, someone in the room asked, “who was

Circuit City?” to which the JCPenny chief replied, “exactly.”
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Amid COVID-19 distancing

requirements, many sex workers, who

previously depended upon

interpersonal transactions, are now

creating profiles on LinkedIn so that

they may offer their professional

services to the business community.

Investors applauded the recent

technical glitches that halted all trading

on Euronext N.V. exchanges, stating

that the issues were making the largest

stock exchanges in Europe just as

exciting as those found in America.

Investors were previously bored with

trading on European exchanges,

claiming that they were “too dull and

predictable.”

American right-wing FoxNews host

Laura Ingraham has decried the former

Bush presidents as being "too decent,"

thus leaving a legacy of   tolerance and

respectability in the Republican party.

Many supporters of Donald Trump have

called for an end to such practices. 

The Trump campaign has called on

opponent Joe Biden to disclose his tax

returns on the $990 million in funding

that his campaign received. When

President Trump was asked if he would

do the same for the $1.33 billion raised

by the RNC, Trump replied, “no need, it’s

highly under-levered.”
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One of the world's oldest programming languages, COBOL is still widely used by finance and

government sectors, which have experienced major surges during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Today, the average age of a COBOL programmer exceeds the average life expectancy of a

human being. New applicants are scrambling to adapt to the new demands. Read more

Read more
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Management is using the same strategy as

Circuit City in order to make certain that

they too will  one day be defunct 

Recent college grads scramble to learn a 60 year-old computer programming language

as staffing firms now require an expert level knowledge of COBOL
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SAN FRANCISCO (The Blunt Ogre) — California Democrat Nancy Pelosi revealed that recent

conspiracy theories were actually true, and those who have accused the Democrats of being

responsible for Trump’s Covid-19 diagnosis were, in fact, correct. “What’s being said on Twitter

is actually true, we knew that if we said that the President should wear a mask, he would

definitely not, thus making it inevitable that he would catch Covid-19.” Pelosi continued to

describe how it was important for Trump to see her as the champion of mask-wearing, rather

than one of his allies. “If the President had been told by FoxNews to wear a mask, then he

certainly would have,” Pelosi explained, “so I made certain that Geraldo Rivera saw me on TV

wearing a really colorful one.” FoxNews personality Geraldo Rivera, along with other prominent

Fox figures, have been outspoken about their position that Covid-19 protections are bad for the

economy, and should be abandoned. Earlier this year, Rivera went so far as to claim that if

someone can hold their breath for more than 10 seconds, then they cannot spread Covid-19.

Rivera has also been an ardent supporter of Trump, and the President’s defiance of everything

normal and decent, and further has been critical of absolutely everything Speaker Pelosi does

and says. “A few months ago, Mr. Rivera heard that I had started drinking Coca-Cola, and so he

went back to Pepsi,” Pelosi explained, “I just knew that he would do the same with Masks.” 

The Speaker further stated that Democrats knew, “President Trump wouldn’t just refuse to wear a

mask, but we knew that he would insist on everyone around him refusing to wear them as well,”

the Speaker explained, “and this led to the superspreader event.” Pelosi went on to say that

“because President Trump believes that he is a superhero, I personally knew that if I even

suggested that he might be vulnerable to COVID-19, then he would do everything he could to

prove me wrong, including actually catching the coronavirus.” U.S. President Trump has denied

that Democrats were responsible for him catching the virus and has refused to give Pelosi

credit, only saying that “I managed to do this on my own, I didn’t need her help, I don’t need

anyone’s help, and now I know more about how to catch the Coronavirus than Joe Biden.”

HOUSE SPEAKER NANCY PELOSI ADMITS TO
CAUSING TRUMP'S COVID-19 INFECTION

POLITICS & GOVERNMENT

 How democrats managed to cause the event that rocked the White House
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Just as depriving grapevines of water

forces the plants to make amazing

wine, agriculture experts are stating

that placing the entire American

farming community in a constant state

of turmoil has resulted in higher food

output. "Thanks to all the saber-rattling

by the president, our futures are highly

uncertain, and so we have had to be

highly innovative!"  

BRIEFINGS

              

Perhaps motivated by the lucrative

careers of many famous comedians, a

number of politicians have been

engaging in  a level of absurdity

beyond what most professional

satirists are able to recreate. “I just

can’t keep up with them,” one

comedian said, “I’m just not that

creative." One politician described how

they have "made it" on absurdity, and

will "never go back to normal."

FARMERS SAY THAT
STRESS IMPROVES
OUTPUT SO VOTE
FOR DONALD TRUMP
American farmers agree that the

tension of a Trump presidency

strenghtens their crop yield
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SATIRE WRITERS ARE
FACING INCREASING
COMPETITION FROM
REALITY
The absurdity of the real world is

threatening an industry based on

what was previously unimaginable
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           o you find safe and solid relationships boring, and live for the thrill and spontaneity of chemically charged and dangerously toxic

relationships? If so, here are some proven steps for ensuring that you enter into a doomed relationship that will provide many sleepless

nights, tons of jealously and endless amounts of emotionally draining drama:

1. Meet your romantic partner at a bar, club, party or other rowdy event where large amounts of alcohol are being consumed.

2. Have sex early and often; if possible, have unprotected sex within hours of meeting each other and then spend the next three days

shacked up together in an addictive sexual trance, forgoing food and water, and eating and drinking only enough to keep sex possible.

3. Be way too intimate and affectionate in every way possible, as this type of activity is perfect for fooling yourself that there is a special

connection between you and the other person. It also helps convince yourself that others "just don't get it."

4. Connect with someone that has the same sad story and emotional trauma as you, emphasis on childhood issues.

5. Ask your family and closest friends what they think and then completely ignore their advice, as this provides some helpful outside input

to see if you’re on the right track, and also gives you the thrill of defying the wishes of others. 

5. Allow yourself to first become obsessed and lovesick over the person, and then dive head first into a serious relationship with them.

6. Dismiss your intuition of dread, and feelings of jealousy, as signs of true love, and convince yourself that you just need to be around the

person more; this fuels obsessive behavior, which if reciprocal, really sets up a great situation for an explosively toxic relationship.

7. Prior to going out and meeting someone new, setup a list of mandatory character traits that a potential partner must have, then

completely dismiss it; this helps you convince yourself that you’ve found a really special person that’s worth breaking the rules for. 

8. Let your partner shit all over your boundaries: Typically reserved for later in the relationship, however the experienced can start

compromising their boundaries right away, such as letting your partner wake you up in the middle of the night to scream at you.

9. Get deeply involved with someone who constantly complains about the area that you both live in, and always talks about moving away

to somewhere far away, but has never actually ever moved anywhere.   

10. Try to get involved with an active drug addict; hard drugs can work, however, finding someone who regularly uses softer drugs such

as pharmaceuticals, drinks too much, or both, is the really the most sustainable approach. 

It’s difficult to find that special someone who provides endless drama and sleepless nights, but following these steps as much as possible

will make it very likely that your relationship will at the very least provide a routine dose of toxic drama, anxiety, obsession and best of all, co-

dependency. There are many other steps we can take to enrich the experience, however this list here serves as some tips to get started. 

HOW TO FALL FOR THE WRONG PERSON
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An experts guide on how to get involved with the wrong person and subsequently ruin your life
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